Chiltern Green, Bendish, Ayot St. Lawrence, Codicote, Devils
Dyke and Nomansland
Team 2 Report - 16th September 2005
Nomansland
Whilst standing on the road in the woods in the middle of Nomansland three of the team reported
what sounded like a double thud coming from within the woods in the direction from which we had
originally come. The area was investigated but nothing was found. Both Gayna and Paul reported
that they felt uneasy in the woods, in Gayna’s case this was particularly noticeable around the area
of an old dirt road making her want to leave quickly. Paul felt as if he was being watched and
followed. A distinct cold spot was found near the dirt road. By now the night was cold but it was
not so in the woods yet this area felt a lot colder with no discernable reason (good tree coverage and
no breaks to allow the wind in for instance [we felt no wind]).
The picture below shows a nice orb with either a hole in it or is it an eye?

Ayot St. Lawrence
Nothing to report.

Codicote
Nothing to report but we
did take one strange
photograph. During the
time we were there we
did not pick up on
anything but we did take
one very unusual picture
which shows a mist over
some of the tombstones
and this is reproduced on
the right with a close-up
shown below. That night
there was no mist
anywhere and the air was
relatively
dry.
The
direction the camera was
pointing
was
back
towards the entrance to
the churchyard which lies
several metres beyond
the gravestones. No one had been in the area where the mist appears to be prior to the image being
taken; no one was near the photographer who was not aware of breathing at the time it was taken.

Bendish
Only thing to report was a cold spot felt along one of the side roads by Gayna. The picture below
was taken in the village centre and displays loads of orbs, oddly enough it is the only picture taken
over water (a puddle in the road).

